WORSHIP THEME - TOLERANCE
This week in worship we have been using video clips to learn
about what tolerance does and does not look like. On Monday we
started the week by watching a part of the Greatest Showman and
reflected on how the performers were treated as inferior and
unwanted because they looked different. People moved away
and hid their children because they didn’t want them to see
someone who looked different or unusual. Some people even tried
to drive them out of the town.
On Tuesday we watched a Disney video called Lambert the
Sheepish Lion. Lambert was a lion who was adopted by a sheep,
the only problem was that the other lambs wouldn’t except him
because he was different and couldn’t bleat like them. They
bullied him and constantly teased him. That was until one night
when a wolf came and tried to attack his mum. Lambert found his
inner lion and saved his mum. The lambs developed a new
respect for Lambert and his own special skills.
We then reflected on how Jesus teaches us to show respect and
tolerance for everyone. Jesus accepted all kinds of people to be
his disciples; people that others would have shunned. When his
disciples tried to push children away from Jesus he told them off
for treating children in this way and reminded them that everyone
should be treated with respect. This reminds us to be accepting to
everyone and to celebrate what makes us different and unique
and not to use it to tease and bully.

SPORTS DAY
Thankfully the sun shone
on us today and we had
beautiful weather for our
Sports Days which made
for a lovely day. I was
particularly impressed with
the
children’s
sporting
behaviour today and how well they supported each
other. I had the pleasure of watching children cross
the finish line and on numerous occasions the
children turned round and congratulated each other
and were genuinely pleased for friends who had won
the race even if they had beaten them in the process.
In addition to this the children put a lot of their
learning behaviours into action today. They showed
lots of perseverance and determination in the races
pushing themselves to give the best performance
they could. Not one child gave up when they were in
last place they kept pushing to the finishing line.

There were also lots of examples of the children
showing brilliant resilience, managing falling over,
losing shoes and hats flying off. The children all
picked themselves up and continued running! Well
done children you were all great today.
It was also lovely to see so many friends and family
at both events to support and cheer the children on.
They love having all of you there to watch and
support and it makes for a truly family event so thank
you for giving up your time to come along and
support the children.
I would also like to say a massive thank you to Miss
Hovenden for all of her hard work organising the
whole event for all of our children to enjoy. Also a big
well done to all of our Year 6 Activity Leaders who
helped with running races on the day—you all did a
great job.
SCHOOL UNIFORM
I understand that it is the end of the year and uniform
may be getting a little tired, but could I please ask
that children still come to school looking smart and in
correct uniform.
Children must come to school wearing their school
shoes which means they need to go home wearing
them too. A number of children are arriving at school
in trainers and there is not enough room in the
changing rooms when everyone is arriving in school
to be able to sit and get changed into school shoes.
This then makes the children late into class. Thank
you for your help with this.
PARKING & ROAD WORKS
Sorry to give another reminder about parking and
driving, but it continues to be a problem especially
with the addition of the road works at the moment.
Please do allow additional time for your journey as
the traffic lights are quite slow to change and do not
drive down to the school gates at the start and end of
the day unless you have a disability badge.
Have a lovely weekend.
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